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1 Preface

AI (Artificial Intelligence), as one of the most powerful science and technology trends in the next

decade, will bring great change to almost every industry. With the improvement of computing

capability, refinement and innovation of the algorithm, and the whopping accumulation of data in

the mobile Internet, AI technology gives new vitality in the past decade after 60 years ups and

downs.

At present AI is getting mature in fields such as image, voice, and text processing. More and more

industries pay great attention to its role in improving production efficiency and generating

commercial value. More and more products integrate fundamental AI technologies such as speech

recognition, face recognition, computer vision, and natural language processing. AI is also bringing

entirely new changes to the application scenarios in vertical industries such as information and

communications, industrial manufacturing, public security, financial services, autonomous driving,

and health care.

ZTE always pays great attention to the AI research and innovation in various industries. ZTE has

been investing in the foundational AI technologies for many years and carrying out innovative

application and practice in various fields such as telecommunications, public security, smart

transportation, smart financial services, and robot motion intelligence.

Based on the deep understanding and years of experience accumulation in the

telecommunications industry, ZTE launched its uSmartInsight AI solution. ZTE’s self-developed

uSmartInsight platform provides E2E capabilities for big data, big computation and big algorithm. It

provides telecom operators with a blueprint for future-oriented network evolution and helps to build

a highly autonomous intelligent network.

2 Trends and Challenges of Intelligence in the Telecom Field

In the telecommunications field, with the gradual deepening of architectural convergence in the

ICT industry chain, the acceleration of network cloud transformation, and the evolution of more

and more new systems and technologies, operators are confronting more and more pressure and

challenges, especially on how to lower the operation cost, improve the O&M efficiency and

convenience, and improve the precision of service and resource orchestration. The artificial-based

operation modes cannot support the future network demand for high-efficiency operation.
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In recent years, telecom operators invest continuously in the improvement of network intelligence,

and actively explore highly efficient and intelligent methodologies and technologies including big

data. AI can make better decision than mankind in more and more complicated scenarios. It opens

a new vision for intelligent network deployment, brings unprecedented new opportunities for

network development, and provides an efficient acceleration path to solve the difficulties and

challenges confronted during telecom network transformation such as macro and micro 5G base

station collaboration, high and low frequency collaboration, 4G and 5G collaboration, automatic

optimization of wireless coverage and capacity, fault analysis under cloud decoupling architecture,

RCA location, self-healing and forecast, smart orchestrator and management for on-demand

network resources, and smart power consumption management.

With respect to the exploration of AI application, global mainstream operators put their unique

ideas and thoughts into practice and take active part in cross-border innovation. They seek the

entry point through the technical collision between AI, big data, drones and IoT technologies. The

three domestic operators in China actively explore the AI application in intelligent 5G, fault

prediction, network optimization, intelligent customer service, etc. Overseas operators have also

done lots of practices. For fulfilling their intelligent network, some operators put forward some

important research directions such as intelligent troubleshooting, parameter optimization, business

forecast, and radio frequency fingerprint.

Intelligent network is the trend for future network development, and the mode of network operation

and maintenance will change significantly. The network will gradually transform from the

man-governed mode to AI-based autonomous mode, which is mainly driven by the network itself.

In the future the smart network will be highly autonomous based on three fundamental capabilities:

big data, big computation and big algorithm as well as multi-dimensional data perception from

network data, service data, users data, etc. The AI application in the telecom field is a long-term

system project and needs to be promoted step by step combining the current network status, the

progress of cloud-based transformation, the advancement of 5G and IoT, and the network

evolution strategies.

As a global leading provider of telecom solutions and a leader in 5G, ZTE pays great attention to

ICT convergence as well as telecom operation transformation and technical evolution under the

cloud architecture. ZTE provides complete big data, big computation and big algorithm capabilities

to help the telecom operators follow the trends, embrace the challenges and build an AI-based

intelligent network which has autonomous, predictive, on-demand and smart operation

capabilities.

app:ds:domestic%20and%20overseas
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3 ZTE AI Solution

3.1ZTE’s thinking about the intelligent network in the future

The AI capability in future networks is ubiquitous. It can be introduced into different network layers

according to different network construction requirements. As shown in figure 3-1, ZTE thinks that

the several major layers of a network such as the infrastructure layer, network and service control

layer, and operation and orchestration layer will enable the AI capability according to the detailed

requirements for intelligence capabilities.

Figure 3- 1 The AI’s impacts to the different layers of future network architecture

The upper and more centralized layer in the network architecture has stronger interdisciplinary

analysis ability. It usually needs higher computation capability and needs more massive data. This

scenario is more suitable for concentrated training and reasoning of overall strategy and definition.

Usually it has lower sensitivity to the real-time requirement. The layer which is lower than and

closer to the edge has more specific analysis capability. This scenario normally has higher

real-time requirement but the computation capability only needs to satisfy the service requirement.

It is suitable to introduce the AI reasoning capability or lightweight AI training capability in real time.

3.1.1 AI’s impacts to the infrastructure layer

The infrastructure layer mainly includes cloud DC hardware infrastructure such as servers, storage
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devices, network devices and other non-virtualized infrastructure such as wireless access devices.

The AI enabling strategies in this layer introduce the on-demand AI accelerator to the hardware

itself and achieve different levels of training and reasoning capability. For example, in order to get

AI training and reasoning capability quickly, the infrastructure in the core DC can be given high

priority to introduce the AI accelerator so that it can satisfy the overall strategy or the requirements

for centralized training and reasoning of algorithm models. The access equipment can overlay the

AI accelerator with the 5G deployment. For example, the AI accelerator embedded in the wireless

base station can support embedded AI strategy and application execution in the equipment level.

The AI accelerator may manifest itself in various forms. It can be GPU/FPGA cluster which is

deployed independently, or can be upgraded from existing servers, for example the CPU, GPU

and FPGA are integrated within a single server with a certain ratio. It can also be ASIC hardware

which supports AI.

3.1.2 AI’s impacts to the network and service control layer

The network and service control layer contains multi-dimension convergent management and

controlling functions to manage and control traditional and SDN/NFV cloud networks. The layer

mainly includes traditional EMS, virtualized EMS and VNFM, SDN controller, etc. The AI enabling

strategy of this layer is to integrate the AI reasoning capability first to manage and control the

network and service intelligently.

 Intelligent network O&M and optimization, including RCA (root cause analysis）, network

optimization, automatic parameter configuration, intelligent transmission route

optimization, etc.

 Network security, including fast tracing and filtering through machine learning, rule

extraction, identification and interception of malicious behaviors, prevention of attacks,

etc.

At the same time, a lightweight AI training capability can be considered at this level to meet the

requirements for fast changing and highly real-time service policy control.

The AI enabling in this level can greatly reduce the cost of network operation and maintenance,

and significantly improve the efficiency and convenience of network operation.
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3.1.3 AI’s impacts to the operation and orchestration layer

The operation and orchestration layer mainly includes service and resource design, scheduling

and management such as globe service orchestration (orchestration, activation, life cycle

management, etc.) and global resource orchestration (NFV resource orchestration, SDN resource

orchestration, etc.). This layer also includes the components related to operation support, such as

the portal, workflow system, and customer service system. The dedicated platform for centralized

data management is also included, e.g., the big data system, which is responsible for the unified

data collection and storage, intelligent data mining and analysis, etc.

With respect to the AI enabling strategy in this layer, if operators have deployed commercially

mature big data platforms on their networks, priority should be given to introducing the AI engine

into the big data system to do more in-depth and intelligent data mining on the OSS and BSS side

so as to guide the operation and maintenance. If no big data system has been deployed, priority

should be given to deploying a convergent big data and AI platform to achieve all-round data

perception and analysis across different manufacturers and systems at the equipment level,

network level, service level, user terminal level and operation level, and thus to enhance the

intelligent operation.

At the same time, along with the development of 5G and network virtualization, orchestration

systems can gradually tile AI capabilities to improve the automation and intelligence capability for

product orchestration and service orchestration, so as to make network change on-demand based

on dynamical and intelligent strategies, and make intelligent predictions for service volume change,

and plan and manage related resources dynamically.

For some operation supporting systems, basic AI technologies and general algorithms can be

introduced on demand, so as to improve the operational efficiency of systems, such as intelligent

work order and scheduling system, and intelligent voice customer service system.

3.1.4 ZTE’s proposal on triple-level closed-loop intelligence

In the future the AI capability of telecom networks is ubiquitous. It is not only embodied in the AI

enabling capability at each level, but also in cross-level collaborative implementation. Intelligent

closed-loop strategies with different levels can be chosen to realize multi-dimensional network

intelligence flexibly based on different cost scales, whether it covers multi-system and whether it is

end-to-end strategy as well as the data size and the requirements for real-time performance.
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ZTE proposed a triple-level closed-loop network intelligence solution based on different network

levels: self-loop intelligence , small loop intelligence and big loop intelligence , as shown in figure

3-2.

Figure 3- 2 ZTE’s triple-level intelligent network

 Self-loop Intelligence：

The real-time reasoning within the infrastructure itself, such as the base station, is

automatically completed within and does not involve external modules. The realization of the

self-loop intelligence needs to introduce built-in AI capabilities in the infrastructure layer.

 Small loop Intelligence：

During the intelligence enabling process, if data training is completed by the network and

service control layer or operation and orchestration layer, we call it small loop intelligence no

matter which party fulfils the actual reasoning, control command dispatching and execution.

The realization of small loop intelligence needs to introduce AI capabilities in the network and

service control layer, and the operation and orchestration layer.

 Big Loop Intelligence：

During the intelligence enabling process, if data training is completed by the big data or AI

platform, we call it big loop Intelligence, no matter which party fulfils the actual reasoning,

control command dispatching and execution. A big data and AI platform needs to be deployed
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to realize Big Loop Intelligence.

The characteristics of different levels of loops and their selection strategies are shown in table

3-1.

Table 3- 1 Triple-level intelligent loop characteristics and selection strategy

Level Cost
Data

Volume

Data

Dimension

Real-ti

me

Multi

System

E2E or

Different

vendor

Introduction method and

impact to the network

Self
loop

Low Small
Network

element
High N/A N/A

Change Network element

function or upgrade the

hardware

Small
loop

Middle
Large

scale
Network level Middle support N/A

Reform the network

management system and

controller, or deploy new

ones

Big
loop

High
Extra-large

scale

Entire

network, multi

dimension

Low support support
Deploy big data and AI

platform

In addition, triple-level closed-loop intelligence involves a variety of interactive demands including

data collection and transfer between infrastructure, service control, orchestration management

and big data & AI platform, strategy dispatching and execution, result monitoring for strategy

implementation, and automatic strategy upgrade and iteration. There still lacks a unified definition

for standard interfaces. ZTE and operators will work together to explore and define the related

standard interfaces.

3.2ZTE’s AI architecture and E2E implementation

ZTE uSmartInsight AI solution focuses on providing advanced data management and intelligent

application capabilities for global telecom operators and business customers, and meets their

demands in rapid innovation, digital transformation and intelligent transformation.

3.2.1 ZTE uSmartInsight AI system architecture

ZTE uSmartInsight AI platform integrates big data capabilities, and is based on open source

technology. It incorporates ZTE’s many years of project practice experience and technical
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accumulation, and provides a mature commercial platform which has comprehensive capabilities

including data collection, storage & computing, data analysis and data mining, machine learning

and deep learning algorithm framework, algorithm modeling, evaluation & releasing, visual

presentation, O&M management, etc.. Based on this it can provide professional and customized

solutions and technical services for various industry applications.

Figure 3-3 shows the ZTE uSmartInsight AI system architecture, including the infrastructure layer,

storage & computing layer, service supporting layer, application layer and system management

layer.

Figure 3- 3 ZTE uSmartInsight AI architecture

 Infrastructure layer

Support heterogeneous infrastructure such as CPU, GPU and FPGA. Support multiple

deployment methods such as bare machine, VM based on virtualization, and containerization.

The operators can flexibly choose different deployment methods according to their own

demands.

 Storage & computing layer

a) Support a variety of data acquisition methods and provide a perfect big data ETL solution.

b) Support HDFS distributed file system, distributed database RDBMS, and cluster resource

management;

c) Support batch processing, stream processing, interactive SQL, OLAP, analysis & mining,

etc.
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d) Support Hadoop and Spark. Support deep learning frameworks including Spark ML and

MLlib as well as deeplearning4j, Caffe on Spark, TensorFlow on Spark, etc.

e) Support mainstream open source frameworks for deep learning such as TensorFlow, and

Caffe. ZTE has done a lot of optimizations and enhancements for the open source

frameworks.

 Service supporting layer

a) Supports data-driven data harness, real-time data production and quality monitoring,

perfect metadata management, unified and efficient management of data, algorithms and

tasks.

b) Support data opening based on OpenAPI and multi-tenant management.

c) Support integrated and visualized modeling toolkits; support model exploration,

development, and deployment; integrate a diversified algorithm library; and support

hardware acceleration;

d) Provide abundant component capabilities and diversified basic technology components,

and support multiple applications.

 Application layer

Based on the rich technical components, it supports the integration of abundant applications

in various industries and vertical fields. Take the telecom industry as an example, it supports

such specific applications as intelligent network O&M, intelligent network optimization,

intelligent operation, intelligent customer service, and Smart Home.

 System management layer

It provides the system security management and maintenance management oriented to the

AI platform.

3.2.2 uSmartInsight-based E2E AI implementation

The AI E2E work flow can be divided into three parts: the data processing phase, the AI training

phase and the application reasoning phase, as shown in Figure 3-4. ZTE uSmartInsight AI solution,

which is based on the big data and AI convergent platform, supports the entire E2E AI work flow.
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Figure 3- 4 E2E AI workflow

 Data processing

Data acquisition is done through a data acquisition tool. Then the raw data such as text,

image or application data are cleansed and preprocessed to remove abnormal data and

standardize the data so as to ultimately generate high-quality data for subsequent model

training.

 AI training

Ultra-large-scale AI model training can be accomplished efficiently with ZTE's distributed

training engine. The engine automatically plans the optimal distributed computing schema to

achieve automatic and efficient distributed training according to the graphic characteristics of

the model computing, the network topology of heterogeneous computing devices, and

historical performance data. High acceleration ratio for parallel training can be achieved

through the heterogeneous computing model and data pipeline optimization.
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Figure 3- 5 Acceleration ratio of distributed parallel training engine

 Application reasoning

It can be deployed in the cloud, stand-alone machine or embedded at the terminal to meet

customer’s requirements for multiple scenarios. For example, for central DCs it provides the

GPU acceleration solution with powerful processing capability. For edge DCs it provides the

FPGA acceleration solution to reduce power consumption and reduce the operating costs.

For terminals it supports running the model on embedded devices.

Different reasoning platforms can be deployed to satisfy the demands of different application

scenarios on telecom networks. For example, the reasoning platform based on big data can

be deployed to realize smart O&M and operation support. NMS reasoning platform based on

stand-alone services can be deployed to realize quasi-real-time reasoning. And it can also

support the real-time reasoning platform embedded in NEs.

4 Typical Application Scenarios and Value of ZTE AI

The advantages of AI technology in the telecom field need to start with the appropriate application

scenarios. Based on its long-term accumulation in the telecom field, comprehensive

understanding of the industry and rich experience in global cooperation, ZTE provides perfect

support for AI application deployment in the telecom field by relying on the end-to-end capabilities

of ZTE’s AI system uSmartInsight. This section will introduce some typical application scenarios.
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4.1Smart 5G

4.1.1 5G Network Intelligence

In the 5G era, telecom networks will become more and more intelligent. All network layers will

have intelligence and automation capability, which will play a crucial role to improve the overall

network performance, network efficiency and O&M efficiency. The typical scenarios of 5G network

intelligence are described as follows.

4.1.1.1 5G Intelligent Network Slicing

5G network slicing is composed of a set of 5G network functions and a dedicated RAT set for a

specific application scenario or business model. Network slicing is the basic operating unit of a 5G

network. It must rely on the cloud network to provide flexible and on-demand configuration and

adapt to different application scenarios. The management of slice-based cloud network is very

crucial which involves the management of the virtual resources and the service resources in the

cloud-based networks. In order to meet the demands of services and maximize resource utilization,

the management of slices needs to introduce various intelligent management methods such as

agility, automation, self-optimization, autonomy and self-healing to solve SLA issues as well as the

problems due to resource competition between slices by automatically adjusting the internal slice

resources. Three aspects are considered for intelligent slice management:

 Agile and automatic method for slice planning, orchestration and deployment;

 Monitoring and strategy for self-optimization and adjustment of slice resources;

 Fault analysis, location and prediction method for slice self-healing management.
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Figure 4- 1 Smart 5G network slicing

4.1.1.2 5G Massive MIMO Beam-forming

5G large-scale antenna technology can effectively improve network coverage, reduce interference

and enhance system performance. This has been verified very well in the Pre-5G LTE system.

Assisted by AI, based on the RF fingerprint library, and combined with data maps and rule-based

training, 5G Massive MIMO beam-forming can play a crucial role in beam tracking, high-frequency

orientation, joint beam management, base station location, LBS enhancement, indoor and outdoor

judgment, high and low speed judgments and other areas.

Figure 4- 2 5G smart beam-forming
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4.1.1.3 5G MLB Based on RF Fingerprint prediction

With the rapid growth of network users, the service types are also getting more and more rich and

diverse. In the 5G era the network is becoming more and more complicated and heterogeneous.

The number of residing users and the PRB utilization of some cells are close to its maximum

capacity while the resource utilization of some cells is relatively low. The unbalanced status

becomes more serious in 5G. The MLB in 5G era shoulders the task to balance the load among

different frequency bands or different systems.

5G MLB, which is based on the RF fingerprint prediction technology, makes the load balancing

strategy start up more timely by predicting in advance with the use of the RF fingerprint database

and the load forecasting algorithm. By continuously predicting the MLB can effectively prevent

sudden high loads from happening. If high load happens it reduces the load and reaches a new

balanced status quickly through fine selection of handover users and target cells.

4.1.2 Vertical Application of 5G Intelligence

In the IoT era, enhanced mobile internet services and IoT services will become the main driving

force for the future development of mobile communications. 5G has three major application

scenarios: enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), massive machine type of communication

(mMTC), and ultra-reliable and low-latency communication (uRLLC). In typical scenarios such as

VR / AR, M2M, smart city, and industrial automation, 5G will meet the diversified needs of

individuals for living, working, leisure, transportation, etc., to provide the ultimate service

experiences with ultra-high traffic density, ultra-high connection density, and ultra-low latency.

At the same time, the generalization of connections types, the diversity of services, and the

massive growth of data provide the natural soil for the application of AI to prosper in 5G vertical

applications. AI and 5G vertical applications are inseparable in the future development.

 Autonomous driving

The popularity of IoV (Internet of Vehicles) in the future will completely change the way of

human travel and urban traffic management. IoV is a huge V2X interactive network including

various types of dynamic vehicle information such as sensing, positioning, navigation and

wireless communication. On the one hand, all autonomous driving vehicles connect with the

cloud dispatching platforms at high-speed anytime by relying on the high throughput and low

latency capability of 5G networks. On the other hand all vehicles respond interactively in real
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time by relying on the flexible inter-vehicle data exchange technologies such as D2D.

Autonomous driving needs to integrate the perception, decision-making and control function.

All the three functions are indispensable. The ambient identification capability is the key to the

intelligence of the perceiving system, and it is also a key application of the AI technology

based on deep learning in the autonomous driving field. Decision-making and control rely on

the low-latency interaction technologies of 5G networks such as D2D and edge computing.

They also rely on the powerful vehicle-embedded AI reasoning acceleration capabilities. The

unified scheduling and real-time strategy of cloud platform also rely on the cross-domain

analysis, reasoning and decision-making ability from the AI system.

 VR/AR

The advantages of 5G for AR / VR are mainly embodied in three aspects: larger capacity,

lower latency and better network uniformity. The improvement of these indexes can greatly

satisfy the public's demand for ultimate VR / AR experiences. VR / AR application will get

further developed.

The whole industry chain of VR / AR involves many modules or functional components such

as display screen, camera, sensor, somatosensory device, voice recognition, positioning,

hardware, platform, and content production. Most of them can use the AI technology to

improve user experiences and their own value such as voice recognition, camera image

identification, and content push and so on.

 Industry Automation

The essence of industry automation is that the industry can carry out automatic production

and realize various automated process control in the production process through minimal

participation of manpower. 5G networks provide industry automation with broadband data for

smart devices, ultra-reliable and low-latency communication for automated processes, and

machine-based communications for massive online devices. 5G is the basic infrastructure for

industrial automation.

AI will further improve the intelligence level of industry automation, e.g., material error

correction for intelligent production lines based on computer vision technology, intelligent

AGV based on smart motion, highly real-time intelligent robotic arm and so on.
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4.2Intelligent O&M

With the increasing ICT convergence and cloud transformation of telecom networks, and the

introduction of new technologies and supporting facilities such as IoT and 5G, the scale and

complexity of telecom systems are increasing day by day. Operators are facing more and more

stress and challenges in network O&M. There is a great gap between manpower-based traditional

O&M methods and the advancement of the network itself. The difficulties and challenges in O&M

become increasingly prominent. For example it is very difficult to analyze and locate faults, and

trace the root fault cause in cloud-based hierarchical decoupling architecture with traditional O&M

methods. The current responding O&M model is inefficient and the customer experience is poor.

Machine learning and deep learning capabilities which rely on AI can extract implicit correlation

features and rules from massive O&M data to trace the root causes of events and guide fault

analysis and location. At the same time, the extraction and summarization of the common features

can be used for future event prediction.

4.2.1 Intelligent Tracing of Fault Sources

Fault cause analysis is the focus of network O&M. Faults in networks usually occur in diversified

ways such as alarms, abnormal KPIs, or unavailability of services. In many cases a single fault

alarm can no longer reflect the accurate fault information, and O&M staff cannot judge and locate

the fault quickly & accurately according to their experience. Whether the source alarm can be

directly solved determines the O&M efficiency and the user experience. By introducing intelligent

analysis, common features can be extracted from the diversified alarms to guide the O&M staff to

the common fault points quickly and solve them first, which will reduce the O&M difficulty and

improve the processing efficiency.

ZTE’s fault source tracing solution for intelligent O&M is based on big data analysis and AI feature

mining. It can dig out the potential features and rules which are difficult to summarize based on

human experience and output the matching rule library of fault events and features according to

the upstream and downstream relationships of networks and services in the system and

comprehensive analysis of multi-dimensional historical data such as KPI, alarm, performance,

configuration data, operation log, historical recodes of fault solving, and historical data of work

order. In an actual network O&M environment, it will match the fault characteristics and rules

automatically and output the judgment and processing proposal. By cooperating with the operation
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system, it can locate the fault accurately and trigger work order dispatching and planning, as

shown in Figure 4-3.

Figure 4- 3 Demo of fault source tracing

Intelligent fault source tracing & diagnosis mainly includes the following two parts.

 Generate Diagnostic Rule Library based on AI learning

It includes historical data acquisition from multiple channels, as well as feature and rule

mining based on historical data through AI models and algorithms.

 Operation of Diagnostic Rules

It includes:

 monitoring the network to get real-time fault and alarm information;

 matching the rule library and analyzing the root cause to do intelligent fault diagnosis,

and dispatching the maintenance requirements by associating with the work order

system,

 reverse correction of O&M validity to strengthen the existing rule system by self-learning

and self-optimization after the O&M task.

Intelligent fault source tracing and diagnosis can be used to improve the alarm processing

and fault diagnosis efficiency in typical scenarios such as a large number of sudden alerts,

frequent alarms, intra-NE fault association analysis, inter-subnet upper and lower level

service failure correlation analysis, cross-layer network fault analysis, and comprehensive
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fault diagnosis.

4.2.2 Intelligent Health Prediction

To ensure good network service experiences to end users, the focus of traditional O&M is to

discover anomalies and their causes, handle exceptions and recover network and equipment

operation through O&M measures. However, during the O&M process, network quality and user

experiences are usually affected to different degrees. It will take longer time if equipment

debugging and configuration is involved in the O&M task. In order to ensure the timely handling of

faults, operators usually need to increase the redundant resources, improve the knowledge, skill

and experience of O&M staff, and increase the cost to hire high-level maintenance companies. If

O&M activities are transformed from post-event passive handling to pre-event proactive prediction

and prevention, the entire O&M cost structure and user experiences will be greatly improved.

ZTE intelligent health prediction solution relies on the AI-based machine learning and deep

learning capabilities to analyze massive O&M data effectively monitor all events, and predict and

prevent faults through the extraction and summarization of implicit features, common features,

mutant features before the faults happen.

As shown in Figure 4-4, the predictive network model is obtained through the training based on

offline historical data. After deployment online, periodical data collection is used for health

inspection, and the trained model is used for fault prediction and reasoning. If any unpredicted

fault happens, the data collected before the fault happens will be taken as the training input for

model retraining and continuous iterative optimization.
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Figure 4- 4 Demo of fault prediction

The prediction solution can be used in several typical scenarios such as the prediction of index

trends and abnormal indexes, and the fault prediction for key modules of the equipment.

 Index Trend and Abnormal Index prediction

Network health index trend and the deep correlation characteristics of objective data can be

mined through the offline history data such as the operating environment, equipment

depreciation, service traffic burst, major holidays, and spare parts reservation.

Network health and related indexes are monitored online in real time, and the trained

characteristics rules are used for matching, reasoning, and analyzing health trends, as well as

timely prediction of network health trends.

The probable time when the future health status may be below the threshold can be assessed

according to the middle and long term health trend prediction so that the resource reservation

and location can be planned in advance. Index trend prediction can be used to make up the

lack of network planning, or guide network capacity expansion, spare parts reservation, etc.

Forward-looking fault prevention and treatment can be achieved according to the status of the

indexes obtained from short and middle term prediction, and the judgment whether the
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predicted value will exceed the threshold to judge whether the fault will occur.

 Fault Prediction for Key Modules

The stability of key equipment modules such as the service processing chip and the optical

module of key transmission are very critical. Any fault in one key module will lead to massive

abnormal services. In general some representative abnormal condition or status may exist

before the module fault happens, which will be reflected by the corresponding characteristics.

For example usually the chip fault is related to the abnormal condition of registers. Optical

fault is accompanied by abnormal optical power.

Machine learning and deep learning are used to explore the close association between the

module fault and accompanied exceptions, and to guide module fault prediction and

prevention in advance.

4.2.3 Smart work order management

Work order management is the core function of the actual O&M task. The work order connects the

O&M staff and the organization together effectively to form an operational system driven by tasks.

How to schedule the O&M staff in an efficient and reasonable way becomes the focus of work

order scheduling.

Based on the electronic data, accurate geo-location, rich interaction and interface capability, ZTE

eFLOW platform realizes a visible, manageable, controllable O&M process. It helps operators to

achieve proactive O&M based on the data analyzing capability.

Intelligent O&M scheduling mainly includes the following two parts:

 Early Warning of Faults based on AI learning

ZTE eFlow extracts the characteristics vector related to failures from the history work order

library and generates a trouble alert model by using AI classic prediction algorithms such as

polynomial fitting and neural network. Through this model eFLOW can predict the possibility

of faults according to the current features and provide strategic reference for proactive O&M.

 Real-time smart scheduling

The AI scheduling process for OSP (outside plant) work orders is like this. By using genetic

app:ds:effectively
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algorithms, the AI system automatically plans the best route for vehicles to arrange efficient

O&M for outside-plant tasks according to the type of work orders, skills requirements,

personnel qualifications, priority of work orders, site location, materials on the O&M vehicle

obtained from the vehicle network, vehicle position and fuel volume, etc.

Figure 4- 5 Smart work order management diagram

4.2.4 Intelligent DevOps

ZTE Carrier DevOps integrates AI technology to help customers maximize the value of business

development, automate business operations and optimize end-user business experiences.

In the online design stage of the business, the value distribution of the application is analyzed

based on the call behavior data of the software warehouse and the operation data of the network

instance. Machine learning technologies are combined with traffic trends to predict the hot spots

for the future market. Predicted results are combined with DevOps' fast business design,

automated sandbox testing, and agile deployment capabilities to quickly develop and launch

applications that satisfy the requirements of the hotspot market, so as to maximize the value of

business development.

In the business operation stage, through the AI-based RCA technology, root cause analysis and

positioning can be quickly achieved. At the same time, the strategy-based automated O&M closed

loop can be realized by combining AI-based RCA with the DevOps strategy and related

technologies such as scale out, scale in and self-healing. On the other hand, by learning the
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dynamic data of business instances and resources, it can predict the best resource allocation that

matches business needs. At the same time, with the automatic orchestration function of DevOps,

the functions of optimal path selection and deeper user plane resources can be realized to

guarantee user experiences.

4.3Intelligent optimization

Network optimization is one of the key tasks which need operators to invest a lot of manpower. It is

also a key link to improve the network KPIs and guarantee the users’ experiences. Network

optimization involves many aspects. It includes the wireless network optimization such as

coverage optimization, capacity optimization, load balancing, interference identification, and

Massive MIMO optimization. It also includes the KPI optimization at all levels of the generalized

network, transmission routing optimization, network strategy optimization, etc.

ZTE uSmartInsight AI solutions can provide multi-scenario intelligent network optimization

capabilities for operators.

4.3.1 Intelligent Optimization of Wireless Coverage

The coverage quality of mobile networks is one of the key factors that could led to user complaints.

Weak coverage, over-coverage, coverage holes and so on will directly affect the user experience.

The configuration of cell parameters needs to be coordinated properly with the parameters from

inside cells, surrounding environment and neighbor cells to ensure the network quality. In

traditional ways, the finding, analyzing, locating and solving of coverage problems usually rely on

route test, call tracking, personal experience-based judgment and complaint handling. The

processing period is usually quite long with high costs. The optimization effects are of great

difference. It is difficult to control precisely.

AI-based intelligent optimization of wireless coverage can use the big data and AI to learn, train

and generate optimal control models through historical coverage data and associated data. It

automatically output the wireless planning parameters and optimization suggestions to realize the

wireless coverage intelligent optimization.
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Figure 4- 6 Wireless coverage smart optimization diagram

As shown in Fig 4-6, the whole process mainly includes the following steps.

 Network Data Collection

Comprehensive historical data from the existing network can be provided to the big data

system including KPI index, engineering parameters, performance management,

configuration management, measurement reports, call tracking, DPI, etc.

 Data Processing

The big data system processes the multi-dimensional raw data including data collection,

storage, fundamental analyzing and pre-processing.

 AI Model Training and Output

ZTE uSmartInsight AI platform trains and generates models by using the preprocessed data

from the big data system, provides the reasoning capability for prediction and

decision-making, and gives optimization recommendations such as antenna tilt adjustment,

power parameters, dedicated optimization parameters, neighborhoods configuration, and

implementation suggestion.

 Parameter Optimization and Implementation

Operators implement the optimization and adjustment according to the optimization

suggestions from the big data and AI platform. The optimization conducted by operators can

be optimization parameter distribution and implementation performed automatically, or

physical optimization performed manually such as the adjustment of antenna tilt, azimuth,

height, etc.
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4.3.2 Wireline Intelligent Traffic Prediction and Path Optimization

Future networks should have high throughput, low latency and high scalability with the continuous

growth in scale and complexity, especially with the introduction of new technologies and scenarios

such as IoT and network slicing. The traditional path planning method is difficult to give the most

optimal traffic scheduling and path optimization solution in real time based on the dynamic link

status. AI-based solution can use the multi-dimensional historical data accumulated in many

projects and scenarios to make data analysis and algorithm exploration, and perform traffic

forecasting and path optimization reasoning with the consideration of the actual network

requirements such as medium and long-term traffic growth forecast, short-term peak assessment,

regional simulation, path strategy optimization, and dynamic resource scheduling.

ZTE intelligent traffic prediction and path optimization solution diagram is shown as below in

Figure 4-7：

Figure 4- 7 Smart traffic prediction and path optimization diagram

 Traffic Prediction

It is applied to medium and long-term traffic growth forecast, short-term peak assessment,

regional simulation, etc. It is used to support network capacity expansion, planning and active
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O&M.

During the algorithm exploration stage, the available historical data of the regional networks

are used to train and explore various algorithm models to obtain better algorithm model which

will be added to the algorithm library.

During the network application stage, the historical data of the present network are

preprocessed based on regions and business groups to obtain the training data for further

training of multiple prediction algorithms in the algorithm library so as to get the best

prediction algorithm for each service in each area on the present network.

The optimum algorithm is selected to make reasoning prediction according to the areas and

services which need to be predicted, in addition the holiday correction factor is also

considered to get the final prediction result.

 Routing Optimization

According to the network conditions the routing strategy is optimized dynamically to improve

the transmission efficiency and the resource is scheduled dynamically to improve the network

efficiency,

In order to perform reasoning, the system needs to monitor the network to get the real-time

status data such as traffic, performance, topology, and routing, combine them with the policy

definition information such as load, redundancy and service, and use the result information of

traffic prediction together. The path selection algorithm and resource scheduling algorithm will

use all these information as input parameters to get the routing optimization reasoning result.

At last the result is performed on the network.

At the same time, the monitored feedback of the execution result of optimization can be used

for further iterative optimization.

4.4Intelligent Operation

It is an effective method for telecom operators to improve their operational capabilities by service

innovation and user experience improvement relying on the big data resources and data mining

capabilities. The AI based on machine learning and deep learning technology has the native

advantages in mass data analysis, association feature mining and common feature extraction. It
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will provide more comprehensive and deep support for full-service refined network operation.

ZTE uSmartInsight AI solution is based on big data and AI technologies. It perceives and analyses

the network and service information from the customer's perspective. Through the flexible mining

and analysis of massive data, it realizes all-around visualization of network quality, service quality,

user experience, user behaviors and terminal applications. At the same time, in operational

support aspect it provides applications based on AI fundamental technology, enhances the

proactive customer care, improve interactive experience and provides 360 degree support for

intelligent operations.

4.4.1 Multidimensional Intelligent Value Analysis

Multi-dimensional value analysis system provides end-to-end operational analysis capabilities for

users. It perceives and analyses the network and service information from the customer's

perspective. Through flexible mining and analysis of massive data, it performs comprehensive

analysis and mining of the quality and characteristics of the on-going services from multiple

dimensions such as network elements, users, terminals, and services.

As shown in Figure 4-8, through comprehensive data collection and comprehensive mining based

on big data and AI, it provides operators with end-to-end and full-lifecycle operation support to

realize intelligent operation such as mining analysis of potential customer churn, proactive

customer care, improvement of retaining rate, proactive complaint handling, proactive customer

service push, in-depth analysis, multi-dimensional user labels, 3D user profile, deep learning, and

user-related information analysis.

Figure 4- 8 Smart operation multi-dimensional value intelligence analysis demo

Typical application scenarios are as follows.

 3D User Profile
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Customized distributed crawler and DPI technology are used to classify, precipitate and

abstract user labels into various categories and multiple dimensions such as user's telecom

characteristics and web behaviors, social relationships from user calls, static tags,

consumption tags, preferences tags, and label lifecycle management.

At the same time, deep learning can explore the potential features of users. For example it

can assist to identify specific user categories, e.g. identifying telecom fraud users by social

circles of calls, call frequency, real-time location, and residence judgment.

 Potential Customer Churn Forecast and Customer Retention

It uses feature recognition and graph computing technology for deep learning of user’s

potential features such as call frequency and quality, user perception, and complaint

resolution. The comprehensive prediction model for customer churn rate, the root cause

analysis model for customer churn and the quantitative evaluation model for satisfaction are

used together to predict the potential customer churn behavior

According to the prediction result it accurately identifies the concerning issues of users and

provides customer care suggestions to the customer service department intelligently and

quickly. It provides support to the O&M department to optimize the networks and cells which

affect the user experience and improve the QoE. It provides strategies for the marketing

department to optimize and adjust package tariff and gradient to improve the overall customer

retention rate.

 Customer Flow Analysis and Data Monetization

With customer location info, in-depth analysis and mining of customer flow info, such as

overall customer flow and real-time customer flow, is performed at the server side.,

With the user profiles, potential consumer groups can be analyzed and mined to output such

information as customer age, consuming habits, customer source and destination,

high-frequency activity areas, customers' preference for business zones, and inquiry

frequency.

The mining results can be used to guide application monetization such as marketing activities

or precise advertising promotion.
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4.4.2 Intelligent Operation Assistance

In operation support systems, the customer service system usually requires a significant amount

of manpower due to the uniqueness of manual service agents and timely response to customer

interactions. In addition, for key marketing contact points such as customer service counters, the

response efficiency of customer service, the professionalism in solving problems and the

consistency of marketing information also have a great impact on customer experiences and

satisfaction.

The emergence of AI, which relies on voice recognition, natural language processing, face

recognition, and knowledge engineering technologies, provides a brand-new approach to improve

the efficiency for telecom assisted operation in the intelligent customer service area.

Figure 4- 9 Schematic Diagram of the iQA System for Smart Customer Service

As shown in Figure 4-9, ZTE’s iQA system for intelligent customer service provides a complete

solution for intelligent voice questions and answers. It can be flexibly adapted into many scenarios

such as the manual service agent system, operation APP, service counter receptionist or counter

robot to achieve multi-dimensional intelligent operational support. The smart customer service iQA

system includes three major parts.

 Front-end Voice Interaction

It mainly contains the automatic speech recognition module (ASR), which is responsible for

voice acquisition and identification.

 Mid-end NLU + query engine

It mainly contains the natural language understanding (NLU) module, dialogue management

app:ds:questions%20and%20answers
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module and scheduling distribution module.

NLU is mainly used for intelligent error correction, standardization, intent understanding,

entity recognition, input association, etc.

The dialogue management module mainly performs the functions of omission recovery,

referring cancellation, short and long term memory, multiple rounds of dialogue, clarification

of issues, etc.

The scheduling distribution module mainly implements multi-field classification including 3rd

party extendable API.

 Rear-end Knowledge Engineering

It mainly contains knowledge acquisition, such as problem normalization, similarity calculation,

confidence ranking, and semantic analysis retrieval.

 Knowledge acquisition based on FAQ, such as problem classification, rule extraction,

and index construction.

 Knowledge acquisition based on knowledge map, such as ontology extraction, relation

extraction, KG construction, and semantic disambiguation.

4.5Smart Home

Despite of the fundamental changes to the O&M mode of telecom networks, AI will also introduce

a brand-new interactive mode into home terminals, which will completely redefine the interactive

experiences between smart devices and individuals, and bring great convenience to daily life. For

example, smart terminals will be smarter than ever before, digital virtual assistants will understand

their users better, and biometric identification technology based on AI will make user identification

more convenient and secure.

Starting from user experiences and combing with AI technologies, ZTE Corporation takes smart

home devices as an entry point to create a brand-new smart home experience for customers,

including smart STBs and smart cameras.
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4.5.1 Smart STB

STB has become the basic home digital entertainment facilities. Rich contents bring a variety of

entertainment experiences. Human-machine interface is changing from the traditional pushbuttons

to a combination of pushbutton and voice interaction. AI-based voice recognition and speech

understanding make the interactions more natural and effective.

The STB assistant installed in mobile phones contains an AI module for voice recognition and

speech analysis. Voice acquisition is completed through the voice button on the STB assistant.

Then the built-in AI module starts to recognize the voice and analyze the meaning. At last the

analyzed result is sent to the STB. The STB displays the voice and speech recognition results and

executes the corresponding commands. A variety of voice interaction functions can be realized,

e.g., weather inquiry, TV program shifting, and part selection for TV series, etc.

4.5.2 Smart Camera

Online cameras are now stepping into our daily life and becoming an important part for home

security. Especially for smart cameras which adopt the AI technology, they use face recognition,

object recognition, and voice recognition technologies to make cameras more intelligent and more

convenient. With the remote access function on the mobile APP, you can monitor your home in real

time anywhere and anytime.

As shown in Figure 4-10, ZTE’s smart surveillance camera product, ZTE Cam, which integrates AI

technologies such as voice recognition, humanoid recognition and face recognition, can be widely

used in families, shops, offices and other places to provide security alarming, break-in

identification, elderly & child caring, wonderful moments recording and so on.

app:ds:splendid
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Figure 4- 10 ZTE Cam smart surveillance diagram

5 Prospect for Network Intelligence Deployment

The application of AI in the telecom field is still in its infancy. The next 5 to10 years will be a crucial

period for the transformation of operators' networks toward intelligence. With the gradual maturity

of AI technology, it will be gradually introduced into various scenarios of telecom networks to help

operators transform their networks from the current manual governance mode to a self-driven

autonomous mode, hence achieving the goal of network intelligence evolution.

Different operators have different demands and concerns. And their paces of construction is not

static. They can adjust according to their own situation and the actual problems.

ZTE Corporation keeps up with the development of AI technology tightly and takes an active part

in the innovation to provide complete support for operators' network intelligence construction

based on the principle of being open, cooperative and win-win. ZTE is committed to cooperating

with operators together to build intelligent networks for the future.
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6 Abbreviation

Abbreviation Full Name

AI Artificial Intelligence

ASIC Application Specific Integrated Circuit

Caffe Convolution Architecture For Feature Extraction

FPGA Field-Programmable Gate Array

GPU Graphic Process Unit

MLB Mobility Load Balancing

Tensor Flow Google open source deep learning framework

uSmartInsight ZTE Artificial Intelligence Platform
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